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NEW BMW MODELS.
Nine brand new and updated models are available today to test ride† at Cooper Tunbridge Wells.
From the class-leading R 1200 GS to the exhilarating S 1000 R Roadster and the new
Heritage models, it’s sure to thrill every kind of rider.
To book a test ride†, contact Cooper Tunbridge Wells today on 01892 620 966.

Cooper Tunbridge Wells

Longfield Road, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3UE
www.cooperbikestunbridgewells.co.uk
BMW Motorrad
†

Test ride subject to applicant status and availability.
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See page 19.
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view from the chair . . .

editorial
Coming and Going

Nick Farley, Editor

When sending articles for
publishing in this magazine,
please send images (with
captions) as separate JPEG files.
Images should be in colour in
as high a resolution as possible,
preferably the original size
in which they were captured.
Please do not place images
inside Word documents as this
will significantly reduce the
quality of the images.

Sad to report this month that one of KAMG’s long standing members and
someone who has given a lot to the club, Nev Smith, has decided to hang up
his helmet. He started as an associate back in 2001 but quickly progressed
to become an observer and since then he has steered many an associate
to successfully gaining a Green Badge. Most of his associates also became
good friends and that is an aspect of KAMG that is its life-blood: good safe
coaching, camaraderie and continuing support. Nev was a master of all
three. Most members will know him in his role of Group Run Leader and
organiser and would have reported to him on the monthly Sunday ride-outs
at the Oakdene, but he was also webmaster in charge of KAMG’s website
and although he won’t be riding anymore he is going to remain an active
member of KAMG and will for the time being remain as Group Run Leader
and Webmaster and will still attend our meetings. Thanks Nev for all you
have done.

The Editor claims no liability
for correctness of information,
printing or typesetting errors.

But as one person goes another one steps forward and I particularly
welcome Niels Reynolds who is taking over from me as KAMG’s Publicity
Officer. I have been making a bit of an inadequate mess of filling
that position for the last two years, since my knowledge of modern
communications doesn’t extend much beyond the odd smoke signal and
perhaps a bit of semaphore, so someone who can tweet and do stuff like
that will be a huge step forward. The coming year is an important KAMG
year; it is our 40th anniversary year and that should present us with some
good publicity opportunities. Welcome Niels.

The Editor cannot guarantee
sunshine on club runs.

We’ve won an award

Views contained within this
publication are not necessarily
views of the Editor, the KAMG or
the IAM.

Magazine design and layout
by John Gardiner.
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Did you know that there was an
award for the best IAM Group
magazine/newsletter? No, nor
did we until it was almost too
late to enter. Riders was entered
and it won. It’s not exactly the
Pulitzer Prize and we didn’t
have to attend some great gala
evening in London to pick up
our award, but John Gardiner
and I were nonetheless very
chuffed to have won and to be
handed a trophy and a £250
cheque for group funds at the
recent South East area Forum.
And thank you to everyone
who has contributed to the
magazine.

At last the good weather has arrived. Late evenings,
bank holiday weekends and some great ride-outs
planned, and I’m feeling very positive after attending
the IAM RoadSmart Spring Forum where we received
very good comments from all at HQ and our results
show that we are doing extremely well at running
our Group and passing on our experience to new
bikers. The IAM is working hard to add to the vast list
of discounts from various companies available to IAM
members. There are some great savings to be had from
IAM Surety, Bike Stop, Helite air vests and many more.
Don’t forget to use the IAM website to take advantage
of these savings as it really doesn’t take much to save
the cost of membership and put it back in your pocket.
IAM Masters and Fellows can get free legal cover from
Roadsmart as well as additional discounts. When
renewing insurance don’t forget to mention your hard
earned qualifications.

The forum also gave recognition to KAMG for the
outstanding magazine produced by Nick Farley and
John Gardiner as well as all the members’ articles.
We were voted best magazine produced by all
national groups including car groups, which is a great
achievement. A trophy and a cheque for £250 was
presented to the group. Great news.
As the holiday season begins please don’t forget to
keep photos posted on Facebook so we know what
you are all up to, and remember to send articles about
your activities for our award-winning magazine. We
also need offers to run additional ride-outs to add to
the calendar. Thanks again for all your support.
Tina Underwood

calendar of events
June

Sat 1st
Sun 2nd
Mon 10th
Sat 15th
Sun 16th
Mon 17th
Thurs 20th
Sat 22nd
Thurs 27th
Sun 30th

July

Bonnie Scotland Tour
Social and Training ride to Newlands Corner
Committee meeting
IDCAM (contact see below)
Observer ride-out. Contact g1ajy@yahoo.com
Area Team meetings week
Observer meeting
Machine Control Day (contact see below)
Group night
Social and Training ride to Saffron Walden

Sat 6th
IDCAM (contact see below)
Mon 8th
Committee meeting
Thurs 11th Fish & Chip ride to Herne Bay.
Contact charlin@talktalk.net
Sat 13th
A2 Motorcycles ride-out.
Outriders and other helpers needed.
Contact aspinall456@btinternet.com
Sat 20th
On-road- workshop training event
Sun 21st
Green Badge ride-out. Organiser required.
Thurs 25th Group night

Sat 27th
Sun 28th
Mon 29th

Machine Control Day (contact see below)
Social and Training ride to Amberley tea rooms
KFRS rider skills day

August
Fri 9th /
Sat 10th

Ride for ‘Life Beyond Sight Loss 2019’.
Contact g1ajy@yahoo.com
See also: www.blindveterans.org.uk/get-involved
events-calendar/ride-for-life-beyond-sight-loss-2019/
Sat 10th
IDCAM (contact see below)
Mon 12th Committee meeting
Thurs 15th Fish & Chip ride. Organiser needed.
Sat 24th
Pork Pie VIII. Contact steveriches12@gmail.com
Thurs 29th Group night
Contacts:

IDCAM – Ian Burchell – associates@kamg.org.uk
Machine Control Days – Jim Pullum –mcd@kamg.org.uk

*Note that if the temperature is below 3°C the ride will be cancelled.
All dates and times are subject to change but are correct at time of going to press.
Please check on Tracker before attending any activity for up to date information.
All Training and social rides that previously started at the Oakdene Café
layby on the A20, now start 100 yards up the road in the car park of the
Moat Hotel at 9am.
RIDERS 214 May 2019
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Test Passes

A warm welcome to the
Group’s new members
and existing ones

Since the last edition

Charles Hewitt receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification (1st) from Steve Riches

Adriano and
Albertino Abreu

Mangers of Mickey’s on
Bluebell Hill.
Open 06:30 till 21:00
for 6 days and Sundays
close at 20:00

Alan Wright receiving his Advanced Rider
qualification from Colin Underwood

Julian Fairclough receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification from Martin Platt

Samuel Rowe receiving his Advanced Rider
qualification from Nico Van Vuuren

Philip Ellis receiving his Advanced Rider
qualification from Chris Bennett

Nigel Clibbens receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification from Craig Ayres
Peter Norman receiving his Advanced Rider
qualification from Howard Williams

Richard Jones receiving his Advanced Rider
qualification (1st) from Roger Lancaster
6
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Colin Rowland receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification from Colin Underwood

Stephen Davis receiving his Advanced
Rider qualification from Martin Platt
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The Honda GL1800DA-J
Goldwing Tour DCT 2019

Dave Murphy
Pans for Gold

motorway was completely empty, I manoeuvred the bike
across the available lanes and it just went where I wanted
and felt very positive. I played with overriding the gearbox
with the manual up and down switches in the semiautomatic mode and the bike held on to my selections, until
after a while the bike seemed to realise that I had stopped
playing and it took over once more and went back to auto.
You can switch to fully manual and remain in full control of
the box too. The engine has such great torque and power
delivery that the gearbox changes up into gears that I
would not normally select. At 40mph the bike had selected
sixth gear and at 50 it was already in seventh gear. Twist the
grip and it delivers, it drops down gears without jerking,
it’s just silky smooth. The sound of the 1833cc powerhouse
whilst cruising along is wonderful and the grunty sound it
makes when you ask for more is fabulous. I eventually left
the M25 behind and nipped into the country lanes. The
bike was responding just like the Pan. Brilliant acceleration
from the flat six, 24 valve engine, really smooth yet punchy
delivery. Although the handlebars felt an inch or two wider
and closer to the rider than I was used too, it responded
positively and precisely.
On paper, this is a very heavy machine, but it felt as light as
a feather. I played around a bit with the brakes and I must
say, they delivered better than any bike I have ever ridden.
In fact, under hard braking, you can hear them working as
they squeeze the massive front discs. Approaching my first

For the past 18 years, I have been riding Honda Pan
Europeans: an ST1100 and two ST1300s. My existing Pan
ST1300 is a legendary bulletproof machine. It is a great
touring bike that is quite comfortable, has great luggage
capacity, is sporty enough to pack a punch, and it can
hold its own amongst the sports bikes when ridden well.
However, it is nine years old and I had been waiting for
Honda to bring out a new model, as the existing model
has been in production for 16 years. Much to my dismay,
however, Honda announced that they were ending
production of the Pan from 2017 and no anticipated
replacement was in the pipeline. Then 2018 saw Honda
reinvent the Goldwing GL1800. The new ‘Wing’ first
entered the UK in June 2018 and because of the amount
of pre-orders, none was available to demo until late in the
summer.
I had never dreamt that I would be interested in a Goldwing
as they appear to be big and bulky, but they have a great
following and from all reports are a great touring bike. The
new Goldwing, however, is a lot leaner and more like my
old Pan. So I let the 2018 season wind down and followed
the reviews until February when I managed to book a half
day demo at Doble Motorcycles, in Coulsdon, Surrey, and
ride one for real. The UK models are in two styles with two
gearbox options: Standard Goldwing (without top box) and
the Goldwing Tour. You can have a manual six speed or DCT
(Dual Clutch Transmission), seven speed ‘automatic’. I chose
to ride the DCT with a fully loaded specification including
an airbag!
8
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Doble took the pricing stickers off a Black DCT with just 12
miles on the clock and wheeled it out of the showroom.
My first impressions were that it did not look much bigger
than my Pan, but with 10 times more buttons and switches.
Forgetting all the bells and whistles, Doble gave me all of
the information that I needed to get this beauty on the
road and give it a run for its money. I sat astride for the
first time and immediately noticed that the seat was lower
and wider than my Pan and I had my feet fully flat on the
ground with a slight bend of the knee. A push of the starter
and the six cylinder power house came to life. A front and
rear brake check outside the dealer, then away. The first
100 yards were a little odd as there is no clutch lever and it
felt weird stopping at the lights without having a lever to
squeeze, but I found the balance perfect and no different
from what I was used to. My first right turn from the lights
was interesting though, as I oversteered a little because I
was not expecting the bike to respond so well. The road
straightened up and my first glance at the dash saw me
approaching 50mph in a 40 limit as the bike pulled away
without any effort. The automatic gear changes were as
smooth as butter going up the box, and as a roundabout
appeared ahead, I rolled off the throttle and the bike sort of
guessed my preferred gear and bingo, it was bang on! Still
felt weird without the clutch lever though.
Then, 10 minutes of uninteresting road led me to the M23/
M25 where I gave the throttle its first real twist to see how
it picked up and in the blink of an eye, the Wing went from
40 to 70mph with no effort at all. As the initial stretch of the

overtake opportunity, I rode to the overtaking position,
moved out and lit the touch paper. I heard myself shouting
“Wooo,” as the bike dropped two gears from seventh
to fifth, growled and took off in an instant. Wow, wasn’t
expecting such acceleration or such a grin on my face. It
felt so sporty, totally unlike anything I was expecting. The
next overtake was in semi-automatic mode; I manually
flicked down two gears to fifth in anticipation and the
bike still held on to this gear until it was time to twist and
launch. Into the corners the bike was very precise, the
electronically adjusted suspension made the road surface
feel as smooth as the Luxembourg roads and it was solidly
planted in every corner. Honda have introduced a wishbone
front suspension, which means that the front wheel runs
more vertically up and down and less back towards the
handlebars as conventional teles do. This suspension
prevents any shocks from the road transferring to the bars,
and it also removes any dive under braking as the bike just
seems to settle lower but level. Another advantage is that,
as the front wheel does not move back, the engine has
been moved forward, giving more room for the rider and
better handling.

The bare bones of the double wishbone suspension.
Note that the handlebars are quite separate from the
‘forks’ and are only remotely linked to them.

Note how close the engine is to the front wheel. Made
possible by the more vertical movement of the double
wishbone suspension.
RIDERS 214 May 2019
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The Office.

Now I was really starting to understand the bike and its
capabilities and I had a play with the other riding modes.
There are four modes that you can select: Economy, Rain,
Tour and Sport. The bike starts in Tour mode each time
you start the engine. The different modes change the
gear selection, the throttle response and the electronic
suspension settings. I found the Economy and Rain
modes were similar: the suspension became softer, the
throttle response was considered by computer and the
gear changes in economy chucked you into seventh gear
at around 35-40mph. I found the Tour mode was the
‘Goldilocks’ setting, where everything was ‘just right’. Sports
mode, turned the bike into a nutter and it felt like it was
trying to race everything in sight, the suspension stiffened
up, the gears were pumped and the throttle was screaming,
“let’s go!”. The Sports mode is a bit too twitchy for my liking,
it is great when you have a few twisty bends to negotiate,
but it is too fierce for general riding. I rode a small section

To the right: A collection of switches and knobs.
Note the Airbag under the main console.

of twisties in Sport mode until, at a T-Junction, I turned
right and twisted the throttle a little too briskly and the
front wheel lifted a good six inches off the ground and the
traction control indicator was flashing like a disco. A good
test for my sphincter too as this was totally unexpected.
I was starting to like this bike more than I anticipated.
Pulling into an empty pub car park, it was time to play
with the toys. First thing was to tune the radio. It was quite
an easy task to set automatic pre-sets and the four stereo
speakers then blasted out like a ‘Boy Racer’s Clio’. Open
the boot (top box) and there was a phone holder/charger.
Just plug in the iPhone and Apple CarPlay popped up
instantly on the bike’s central seven inch screen. I switched
to Amazon Music and changed the Honda satnav to Waze,
very slick. You can also select Google Maps or Apple Maps
too. There are a number of apps which can be selected
which include TuneIn Radio, so you can still listen to UK
radio and M25 traffic reports whilst cruising around Italy, as
well as mobile phone integration so that you can use voice
commands to read and send text messages and WhatsApp
messages whilst on the move or have them read out to
you. (Who on earth would want to do this when riding?) If
you press the ‘Talk Button’ you can ask for directions to the
nearest fuel station, hospital and other essential services
like a massage parlour and the satnav pops up with a
new route. The bike’s built-in Bluetooth links your phone
plus rider and pillion headsets together. I also found the
switches for the heated grips and seat and put these into a
low grumble mode to keep it comfortable.
Now that I had a measure of the bike, it was time to pick up
the Missus (Sharon) and see how the Wing performed twoup. To set-up the satnav with a postcode is a doddle using
the rotary dial on the central joystick. I then switched on the
cruise control mode in preparation and off we go, but I got

10
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It comes with ABS, traction control, tyre pressure monitors,
electric screen, central keyless locking, including the luggage,
parking handbrake, indicators that let you know if any of
the luggage is not fully closed and locked and, amazingly,
a forward and reverse ‘Walking Speed’ feature, which helps
you manoeuvre the bike (even two-up) in the car park just by
using switches on the handlebar.

to the exit of the pub car-park and the engine cut out and
an indicator on the dash was flashing. I sat for a few seconds
wondering if I had somehow managed to stall the engine,
then as I released the front brake, I must have moved the
throttle and the bike re-started. I had somehow switched on
Auto Stop/Start. (Not sure how I did that.) I rode home with
this feature on, but didn’t like the feeling much, although I
guess it would just take getting used to. The exit from the
pub was on a slight upward slope and the dash was showing
another indicator of a bike on a slope, which was automatic
hill start assist. This is great, as it holds the brakes on for about
five seconds after releasing the brake, but totally releases
should the bike start to move forward. This bike has so much
technology on-board, which is a real step up from the Pan.

Sharon’s footboard.

Now at home and Sharon was all kitted and waiting. A
quick pre-briefing to explain where her heater controls,
volume controls and foot pegs were, and from the joystick,
I set the bike to rider and pillion mode which controls the
suspension pre-load and it was time to head off back to the
showroom, the long way around. With Mrs M on board, the
bike behaves the same as the Pan with one exception, as
the seats are wider and the boot doubles up as an armchair
type backrest with proper arm rests, the pillion is firmly in
position which aids slow riding. Now… Sharon is not one
to embrace change, so I was expecting a list of complaints
to come flooding into my earpiece, but 30 seconds into the
ride I get, “Oh, the seat is wider.”
“Is that a problem dear?”
“No, I like it… the seat is warm.”
“You can turn it down.”
“No, it’s nice! The arm rests are right under my elbows.”
“Is that bad?”
“No, just right. And I like the footplates instead of pegs.”
Off to a good start methinks. Then 10 miles in and on to
the motorway and the screen up, cruise control on, music
not too loud, seat nice and warm and she says “Yes, you can
have one of these.” TOTAL RESULT!
So, back to the showroom, looked at the colour range and
placed the order for the 2019 Red/Black DCT model for
collection on the 1st March. In the few weeks of owning the
bike, we have had a mini-tour and have 1500 miles under
our belt. I have had a few mods fitted: Garmin satnav, as
you can’t beat the Garmin for touring routes, although you
RIDERS 214 May 2019
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Get These Maps!

can pre-program routes on to a USB stick using the Honda
GPX software, along with 64Gb of music/books to help you
along your tour. The USB plugs into either the port in the
boot or a second port in the left pannier. Extra rear high
level lighting, carrier rack, Info-Rad Safety Camera Warning
and the taller touring windscreen. Each mile has been a
pleasure. I can’t get enough of this fabulous bike.
Could Honda improve on the bike? A big YES. There are
a few things they could have done a lot better. Although
the mpg is the same as the ST1300, it holds five litres less
fuel, so my range has dropped from 240 miles, to just over
200. The luggage capacity is about 33% less than the Pan.
The panniers will not stow helmets and the boot only
just holds two helmets if you place them precisely in the
right configuration. There is a helmet lock, but it’s totally
unusable if you don’t have a D-Ring on the helmet strap.
You can’t store anything under the seats as it is a major
operation to remove it; you can’t fit two Yorkie Bars in the
fairing cubby and the Apple CarPlay software is in need of a
software update to make it come on automatically. It’s a real
bonus having CarPlay available, but Honda have bodged
its integration. Yet there’s so much right with the bike: it is
bang up to date with handling, power delivery, ultra-smooth
gearbox, front wishbone suspension, fabulous braking, huge
electric windscreen, infotainment system, safety devices and
comfort. It is a real pleasure to own and ride.

That’s probably about
as far as you want to
lean a family saloon.

Thanks to JS Gedge Honda at Pevensey, East Sussex, for
making a machine available for all the stationary pictures in
this article.

In the last issue of Riders I said that I
had ordered the Motorcycle Atlas of the
Alpine Countries. I had found out about
it too late to include in the last issue. It
arrived the day after the last issue went
to press and Wow! What a great set of
maps. I dived in straightaway. I know
that everyone, or nearly everyone, uses a
satnav these days and as navigators they
are good, but as route planners they are
useless. To choose where to go and how
to get there you need maps, good maps.
I’m going to the Alps again in a few weeks
and planning began as soon as these
maps arrived.
This ‘atlas’ really is the dog’s… er,
bee’s knees, and has been designed by
someone, or perhaps many someones,
who very obviously know what bikers
want. Actually, calling it an ‘atlas’ implies
that it is a book and it isn’t – a book
would be ridiculous on a motorbike. It
is actually 71 – yes 71 – separate bitesize maps that in total cover a huge area
from Lyon in the west to Zagreb in the

This is just small extract of one of the maps. The area shown is roughly 25miles by 18 miles.
It shows a tiny part of the Routes des Grandes Alpes which featured in Geoff Curtis’s recent
article in Riders. But note the detail and the information which is included. There are places
to stay, the percentage climbs on the steep passes – the Galibier at the bottom of the picture
averages 11%, for example – and just look at the interesting roads immediately south of
St.Michel-de- Maurienne.

On the back of every map there is a list of the places to stay and campsites on that particular
map, with a map reference, price guide and a phone number for each one. And there is the
same information for the motorcycle dealers, listed by manufacturer.
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This is the comprehensive index, map key
and glossary of useful motorbike phrases in
17 languages.
RIDERS 214 May 2019
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east, and from Stuttgart in the north to
Nice and Marseille in the south. The title
Motorcycle Atlas of Alpine Countries is
also a bit misleading since it makes you
think just of the mountains and, indeed,
every mountainous area is covered – the
French, Swiss and Italian Alps, Austria
and the Tyrol, and the Dolomites too. But
there’s so much more: all of the Italian
lakes are covered, for example, as well as
the French Riviera. In fact, just looking at
these beautifully detailed maps makes
you want to take off. Immediately.

The waterproof tank top pouch is just under a foot long.

This is the huge area covered by the 71 maps and it’s not just the high
Alps.
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Any one of the 71 maps fits into the clear window of the tank
top pouch.

Each of the 71 maps in the set is fully
waterproof and you can draw on them
with a felt-tip as you plan your trips and
then wipe them clean when you no
longer need the route marked. All of the
maps are held in a waterproof tank top
pocket which has a clear window to hold
the particular map that is in use. I shall
work out day trips on the maps and feed
them into the satnav, but I will keep the
map on the tank top too because this
allows me to orientate my limited satnav
picture with the wider world and to put
my progress in context, and also shows

interesting diversions which I can possibly
take advantage of.
On the back of each map there is a wealth
of useful information. There is a list of
hotels, B&Bs and campsites, for example,
which are on that particular map, and
each one has a map reference, a phone
number and a guide price too. Equally
important, each map also has a list of
motorcycle dealers/agents with map
references and phone numbers, and
the agents are listed by manufacturer –
Aprilia, BMW, Buell, Ducati, Harley, Honda,
Kawasaki, KTM, Moto Guzzi, Suzuki,
Triumph and Yamaha. In a separate
booklet there is a very comprehensive
index of the places that are on the maps,
plus a clear and detailed map key which,
importantly, is in several languages
including English. Even better is the
glossary of terms and phrases which
might be useful if you get to the chosen
agent in need of repair and need to say
“I have, an unusual rattle in the gearbox.”
With this kit you can say that, or point to
it, in 17 languages. How about that?

But most important of all are the maps
themselves and as you can see from the
pictures they are clear and detailed and to
a large scale of 1:275000, 1cm equals 2.75
kilometres. That is a very useful scale which
gives plenty of detail enabling relatively
minor roads to be shown quite accurately, but
which doesn’t mean you have to be changing
maps every five minutes. They are not for
long distance route planning though, that’s
when you need 1: 1000000, 1cm equals 10k.
As I pore over the maps now, as I’m writing
this, I’m constantly thinking, “ooh, that looks
interesting and wriggly, let’s go there.” Maps
can have that effect. Satnavs can’t.
As you can possibly tell I like this set of
maps and I have never seen any set of
maps which so perfectly understand the
needs of touring bikers. I keep saying it:
go to the Alps, but get these maps first.
Motorcycle Atlas of the Alpine Countries
published by Hallwag International and
obtainable from Stanfords, 7 Mercer Walk,
Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9FA
www.stanfords.co.uk
NF
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Pork Pie VII
2019
Another tour of East Anglia’s
tea shops – and there’s even
a real pork pie this time!

John Rasch and Joe Mair report
Prior to this event we all received an
anonymous email: “As a warning to
you all, this is a Steve Riches’ riding
adventure so sore arses are guaranteed,”
thanks Colin, and hello to 400 or more
miles in two days. It’s a point worth
making though; we often choose routes
for these trips that take four hours,
including a stop, just to cover a 100
miles, whereas the motorway would take
less than two hours to reach the same
destination, but we travel along tree
lined avenues through beautiful British
countryside and often on deserted
country lanes that have probably only
seen our bikes that morning.

We met at Thurrock services, M25, at
08.00 and made the 08.30 start on the
dot because John L wasn’t late, and the
usual sense of humour was immediately
on display. There were 27 bikes on the
trip, three with passengers. Steve and
Debbie on the lead bike and Tony Young
and Annette were rear gunners. Both
did an excellent job. We all managed
to move this volume of bikes through
towns and traffic with no hold-ups
or drama, well done us. At this point
I have to highlight the paperwork
which benefits all. Prior to the event
the organisers send out some excellent
and informative emails containing all
the stops with mileages, post codes
and contact details, so if you get lost or
delayed you can meet or catch up. They
include fuel stop distances so that you
can plan your ride for your machine,
and also a comprehensive briefing of
the ‘marker system’. I don’t think this is
ever mentioned, so thanks guys. I stress
that any new member or someone who
has not been on a KAMG organised trip
of any sort, should join one, as soon
as possible. You will be welcomed,
supported and kept fully informed.
Here is one example of the lengths our
organisers go to: “I have arranged with
the council to provide coned off parking
in the market square for 30 bikes”.
The first stage was through Essex using
country roads and lanes wherever
possible. We were in bright sunshine but
brisk weather, though happily the three
degree rule did not apply; however,
earlier that morning it would have!
We went through the lovely village of
Finchingfield and over its quaint bridge
and through places with such magical
names as Steeple Bumpstead, and on

16
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to Sturmer for tea and cakes. We have
used this place so often for Pork Pie
runs and for training weekends that
(a) we are expected and liked by the
staff and (b) the run organisers are
accused of having shares in the place.
From here we set off to Norfolk through
some truly nice countryside in the
sunshine, through Downham Market
towards Kings Lynn, past the WW2 tank
at the side of the road, and then on to
Sandringham to the ‘Norfolk Lavender
Farm’ for lunch. Unfortunately, after
lunch, a bike would not start in spite
of some burly members running up
and down alongside it. Happily, after
waiting just long enough for us to enjoy
the spectacle, Tony Y produced jump
leads and all was well. Now followed a
fantastic ride with gorgeous sea views
and countryside as we cruised along the
North Norfolk coast past the vintage AA
call box at Brancaster, along the harbour
side at Wells-next-the-Sea, through
Stiffkey (boats trips for seal watching)
and Blakeney to our afternoon tea
destination: ‘Back to the Garden’ near
Holt, which is a lovely converted 18th
century threshing barn. Here once again
the organisation proved itself. The staff
had reserved a whole section of long
tables for us in the large barn hall, with
rows of tea pots and coffee pots lined up
along the counter. They also had some
lovely staff members visiting each table
with cake menus. We ordered what we
wanted, were told we could drink the tea
and coffee till it was all gone, and only
had to pay for one tea and cake at the
end. No queueing, sit straight down and
relax, heaven. A lovely member of staff
asked me to stand at the top of the stairs
at the end of the barn and bring the

rabble to order (shout at them) so that
they, the staff, could take photos for their
Facebook page. They also videoed the
whole group riding out and I provided
the info for them to post the video to our
KAMG home page - do watch it.
We mount up for 50 more miles of great
roads in bright sunshine and those
lovely, long, late afternoon shadows on
the coastal road towards Cromer, then
inland to Thetford for our final fuel stop
and hotel for the night. The evening
meal was the usual success with plenty
of good humour.
Up early for Sunday breakfast to beat
the rush. The morning had arrived bright
and white and the grass was covered
with frost, which meant that the start
was delayed to allow the temp to rise
above three degrees before we were
off again. The first coffee break was in
Suffolk at Southwold and the weather, at
first sunny bright and cold, was now wet
and dull, but the lanes were still good
as we headed to Southwold Old Water
Tower, a grade II listed building. Here the
group split up as nowhere could host us
all; some went to the Adnams ale shop
to buy life’s necessities, others wandered
off to the Harbour Café or into town. I
peeled off here, so over to Joe now for
part two.

Southwold – a bit of local knowledge
Poor old John has skived off complaining
of a bad back and so I’ve been seconded
to produce the last part of this article.
Steve had led us into the car park by the
golf course and those of you that have
visited Southwold will know that it’s
busy at the best of times and absolutely
heaving during holiday time, so, having

been here before on the recce run, a
few us headed down to the Harbour
for a cup of tea and a bun in the café
there. It really is picture postcard stuff
with fishing boats, cafés, fish stands
and lots of comings and goings. More
importantly there is some hard-standing
for parking the bikes right outside the
café.
We couldn’t help noticing a big line of
ancient cannons on the quayside with
a little sign on top of them, obviously
we were curious about where they had
come from and went over to investigate.
The sign just said “Please don’t climb
on the Cannon!”. So, none the wiser, we
schlep back up to the golf course and
line up with the others for the run down
to Lavenham and our final lunch stop.
The roads in Suffolk are a biker’s dream
and unlike many of our roads in Kent
they are still mostly national speed limit
once you get out into the countryside.
The route down to Lavenham passed
through lots of pretty villages but more
importantly gave us all a chance to
flex our bikes’ muscles and challenge
ourselves in some pretty demanding

bends. You’ll be pleased to hear that
there were no mishaps and everyone
came home safely. As this was the first
big outing of the year for some members
it was clear at the beginning of the
weekend that some were a bit rusty and
reticent after the winter lay off and it was
amazing to see that by the end everyone
was confident and free flowing through
the bends like Rossi. Well, all right, not
quite like Rossi, but you get my drift. We
should make attendance on one of these
trips compulsory before taking your test.
The good people of Lavenham had
reserved a nice space for us in the middle
of the square which I thought was very
generous of them till Tony pointed out
that car drivers bring a picnic but bikers
bring their wallets. The boy’s got a point.
Anyway we took over most of the little
tea shops and cafés in the town and
finally got to eat a Pork Pie. And what a
pie it was too, huge and accompanied by
pickles, bread, salad and all sorts. Melton
Mowbray eat your heart out. Back on
the bikes then for the final run home,
and anyone who has ever been on a run
with Steve will recognise much of the
route down through the Rodings and
Ongar and past the worst kept secret in
the world - The Secret Nuclear Bunker which always makes me smile, and on to
Brentwood for our final goodbyes before
all going our separate ways and a quick
dash over the bridge to Kent.
What a great weekend! Thanks to Steve
Riches and Debbie for all their hard work
in organising the run, and thanks also
to Tony Young and Annette for backmarking and making sure everyone
was safely home, but more importantly
thanks to all on the trip for making it
such fun weekend. See you all on PP VIII.
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Go on...
take the
long way
home

gerbing-mc.co.uk

difi-mc.co.uk

+44 (0) 1892 457 373
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draggin-mc.co.uk

dane-mc.co.uk

bayard-mc.co.uk

www.motoport-mc.co.uk

‘Smart’ Motorways, Electric
Scooters and 12 Point Licences
You will have noticed that the politicians are making a
bit of a cock-up of deciding whether we should be in or
out of Europe, but the reason I draw attention to them
is not because of Brexit; rather it is because this same
bunch of incompetents is bringing its mighty collective
intellect to bear on some decisions which will affect us
all as riders, as drivers, and, importantly, as pedestrians.
Indeed, some decisions have already been made. Take,
for example, ‘The Smart Motorway’: when motorways
were first built someone had the sensible idea of having
an unused lane on the nearside of the carriageway where
broken down vehicles could stop in relative safety and
which the emergency services could use to bypass jams
in the event of an accident. Recently, however, there
must have been a meeting in which a bloke asked if
anyone else had noticed that there was an empty bit of
road running along the left hand side of the motorways.
He thought that this old spare bit of road could be used
and that it would save lots of money by giving us wider
motorways for free. He admitted that some people might
think this would be a daft idea but we can overcome
that, he thought, by officially calling it ‘Smart’. This would
imply that it was a jolly good idea that had been thought
about and carefully researched and that it was, indeed, a
smart and clever wheeze, and in every way a wondrous
free gift.
The ‘Smart’ motorway is already set in concrete, there’s
no going back, decisions have been made and I’m sure
that statistics will be manufactured to ‘prove’ that these
motorways are safe, but there are a few decisions on the
horizon which haven’ t yet been taken and which we
might be able to affect or influence before the politicians
make the wrong choices. As you will see on page 28
driving tests became mandatory in 1935 and ever since
then for any of us to drive a car or to ride a motorbike
we have been required to undertake instruction and to
pass a test to prove that we are capable of controlling
a bus, lorry, van, car or motorbike on roads shared
by over 30 million other vehicles. Moreover, we are
required to register our vehicles and to insure them too.
But that is all changing. There are now millions of road
users who do not take a test, who are not insured and
who are, in effect, anonymous and untraceable if they
should become involved in an accident or break the law.
Cyclists are the biggest such group, and there are also
the various small mobility vehicles which are becoming
more common on roads and pavements, but the next
big ‘thing’ is going to be electric scooters, and these
are more worrying. By ‘scooter’ I don’t mean a Vespa

Removing the safe hard shoulder is apparently ‘upgrading to
smartness’.

lookalike, I mean a scooter that looks like the innocent
thing you had as a child and pushed along with one
foot, but which now has an electric motor and costs up
to £1500 and is capable of between 15 mph and 30 mph
depending on the model. In fact, one was clocked at 53
mph on a motorway near Paris recently. There are at least
three rental firms operating in Paris with an estimated
fleet of 15,000 and they are causing a big problem. At the
moment these scooters are illegal in Britain and should
be ridden only on private ground, but the Government
is considering allowing them to be used on roads and
possibly pavements here. They are already widely sold
here and they are already very visibly being ridden
on public roads and pavements in London with no
registration marks and presumably uninsured because it
is illegal to use them. Adam Norris, a billionaire backer of
these things (and, incidentally, the father of Mclaren F1
driver, Lando Norris) is lobbying hard to allow them to be
used freely on British roads. The website of his company,
Pure Scooters, says that these machines are “…popular
for people looking to cut down their journey to work,”
implying that they can now be used legally. They can’t…
at the moment; but since they are being widely used in
Europe – Madrid also has a big rental fleet, for example
– and since no one appears to be opposing them here, it
seems more than likely that they will soon be allowed on
UK roads without any controls. This means that millions
more, virtually invisible, unregistered vehicles piloted
by unqualified, uninsured riders could soon legally be
allowed on our streets and pavements. We must prevent
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the pavement, jumping red lights, scratching your cars
and riding the wrong way along one-way-streets in a
bubble of anonymous freedom, and all on the flimsy
and unproven premise that they are solving congestion
problems and saving the planet. What is the IAM’s view
of this? What will the IAM do about it? I do hope it will
take up the cause on behalf of all of us who have to pass
tests, pay road tax and have insurance in order to use the
roads.

How visible would those ridiculous lights be in heavy traffic?

this from happening. It’s too late to introduce a bicycle
‘driving’ test or to require all bicycles to be registered and
insured. That horse has bolted. But it is not too late to
require that a test be taken before anyone can ride one
of these new scooters on the roads; it is not too late to
introduce registration and to require that the riders are
insured. The main promotional platforms of the proscooter lobby are that these scooters are ‘green’ and will
help to ease congestion in cities. These two unproven
assertions when bleated loudly without any opposition
will be enough to get the sheep-like politicians to follow
and to ignore any other considerations. Unless there is
an effective lobby against the idea, it is very likely that
electric scooters will soon be sweeping past you on

One scandal that the IAM is already trying to draw
attention to is the number of drivers that are allowed to
continue driving on our roads with more than 12 points
on their licences. There are more than 11,000 of these
people. The IAM highlighted this problem six years ago
and had meetings with the DVLA to discuss ways in
which a driver’s previous record and his/her previous
reasons for not being banned could more easily be made
available to the courts, yet the number of drivers with
12 points or more who are still driving has changed very
little in that time – it was over 12,000 in 2013 and it’s still
over 11,000. Not much of a drop in six years is it? Getting
any action on this and any sensible decision about
electric scooters is ultimately all down to the well paid
but under-talented lot at Westminster. Not much hope is
there?
NF
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Come to where the action is . . .
Come to Catalonia!
On trails...

Insights into Advanced Motorcycling
We’ve all read and re-read the IAM book on How to be a
Better Rider and that jolly little manual that the police use
called Motorcycle Roadcraft. Both are packed with wise
words, I know, but both seem to have been written either
by a robot or by the Archangel Gabriel for life in a perfect
world and when I read them I always find myself thinking,
“Yeh, that’s all very well, but what if …..”. However, here’s a
little booklet that I wish I had had many years ago.
Insights into Advanced Motorcycling is a simple, well
produced, 40 page, A5 booklet that seems to have been
written by a real bloke and it’s full of common sense stuff.
The real bloke in question is Andy Slater who has got all the
right qualifications – IMI certified National Observer, IAM
motorcycle Master with Distinction and he’s Chairman (not
‘Chair’, thank gawd) of Thames Vale Advanced Motorcyclists
which is affiliated to IAM RoadSmart.
This booklet is not an alternative to the essential words of
the IAM and the police, but it is a very helpful supplement
with a more human face that addresses issues that the
others don’t or which they treat in a rather rigid and, I
think, sometimes, unrealistic manner. I found the filtering
advice in this booklet more realistic and less idealistic
than the IAM version, for example. There’s also a bit about
which leg you should put down when you stop that I
haven’t seen discussed elsewhere – it doesn’t matter
which leg, is the quick answer, but there’s a bit more to it
than that. Remember the Hendon Shuffle? I do, and was
criticised by a RoSPA examiner many years ago for not
performing it. You actually needed more than two legs to
do it properly and, to anyone following, you looked like
Fred Astaire.

This little booklet is well produced and I, from my lowly
position as a mere Green Badge, and not as an observer, I
emphasise, would recommend it. It costs £4.99 including
postage and you get it direct from Andy Slater by searching
the title on ebay, or possibly, by the time you read this, it
will be available from KAMG.
NF

On track...

On tarmac...
Our rural, off-grid Finca is the perfect base from which to explore this beautiful area of Spain
Trail bikes available for guests. Discounts for IAM members. www.catalanadventure.co.uk
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THANKYOU
A2 Motorcycles are a Yamaha Premier dealership
in Gravesend, Kent, selling large quantities of
used and new bikes.
We also offer repairs, services and MOT’s on all motorbikes
and have a team of knowledgeable mechanics with many
years experience repairing bikes.
Our sales team, have over 30 years knowledge within
the motorbike industry and will always offer a friendly
personal service. They will advise you on what bike will be
best suited to YOU, always offering an informative, honest
opinion.
We are a leading supplier of Brand New Yamaha
Motorbikes with brand new models kept in the showroom.
Part exchanges are available as well as competitive finance
rates.
We are located 50 Singlewell Road, Gravesend, Kent, DA11
7PW and are open Monday – Friday 8.30pm – 5.30pm,
Saturday 9.00pm – 5.00pm and we are closed on Sundays.

You can contact us via Email: at
sales@a2motorcycles.co.uk
info@a2motorcycles.co.uk
www.a2motorcycles.co.uk
or call us on

01474 320200

Dear Riders,
Blipping Marvellous
Thanks to Dave Willson for a thought provoking piece on
blipping. (February edition of Riders) I should immediately
state I am no expert and the following is just my
unprofessional opinion based on experience over the years.
I blip, for example, when I use a lower gear for very gentle
deceleration when brakes would be too much and when
needing to hold my speed down a hill. However, unlike Dave’s
diagram*, I blip after the downshift, immediately before
releasing the clutch. Given the speed with which revs die
away, wouldn’t Dave need a second blip after his downshift to
ensure a perfect match of revs with speed? Then again, Dave
would require multiple blips when changing down using the
block changing method. With modern gear boxes, is this really
helping? Please don’t ride down my way late at night Dave.

of chain and tyres: smoothness of riding style, total weight
carried, road surfaces, cleanliness of chain, amount and type
of lubrication, chain tension and tyre pressure. Incidentally,
unless you do lots of track days, then your sessions will likely
mean getting better value from your tyres because on track
you are using the outside thirds more of the time and the wear
will be more even across the tyre, rather than replacing tyres
when just the centre third is down to the limit.
Just in passing, when I finally parted with my old Blackbird
‘Fifty Shades of Blue’ in December last, it had done 96,000
miles on the original clutch and gearbox and the latter was
only a little less than perfectly smooth (its replacement,
a BMW K1300S, has only 6000 miles on the clock and the
gearbox feels the same). The best mileage I achieved for a
chain and sprocket set was 30,000, using a Scottoiler, which I
recommend. The tyres I preferred were Michelin Pilot Road 4s
and these averaged 11,000 miles front and rear.
I look forward to reading comments from others.

Regarding wear and tear, the main component benefitting
from matching revs with speed is the clutch. As long as you
aren’t so rough with your machine as to snatch the chain or
drop the clutch, then the amount of stress in the chain and
tyre is about the same with no blipping as for suddenly closing
the throttle at high speed in a low gear. Many other factors
would seem to play larger parts in the longevity or otherwise
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Geoff Curtis
*I must point out that the diagram which Geoff refers to above
and which was shown in the February Riders to illustrate Dave
Willson’s point, was a diagram found by me on the web. It wasn’t
Dave’s.Ed.
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LOVE IT? NO, I HATE IT.
LOVE IT, HATE IT . . .

these were one of the few forks of the era
that had any adjustment. The wheels were
powder coated white, and if you are ever
thinking of doing this can I suggest that
you don’t. Not unless you enjoy cleaning,
that is. To improve the front end handling
it was also fitted with a steering damper
and a fork brace. At the rear were a set of
Fournale pneumatic shocks, which are still
made today, being imported into the UK

Dave Willson can’t make
up his mind
A while ago Steve Riches asked this
question on the book of faces: “What’s the
best bike you’ve owned?” I responded with
a picture of my heavily modified Honda
CB 900 F2, which I owned back in the mideighties, and this got me thinking about
the love hate relationship I had with this
bike and I thought I’d share some of those
memories with you. I straight away have to
say that I did not do any of the work on this
bike myself, I bought it as a finished project
and, unfortunately, I don’t know who to
credit with the work although most of the
modifications were undertaken by Mean
Machine Motorcycles in Charlwood Surrey,
and looking at the receipts it would appear
that Wayne did most of the work. Don’t
know who Wayne is or whether Mean
Machine motorcycles still exist. Someone
can possibly tell me but I’m guessing not
as I do have a habit of buying vehicles and
closing down the selling company shortly
after: Scott’s Renault, Mottingham, is now a
funeral director, having closed down after
I bought a Scenic. Ancaster Welling, gone,
after I purchased an Alfa Romeo Guilietta.
Deeprose Motorcycles Catford, remember
them? Gone, after I bought a lovely Paul
Dunstall race replica Honda CB 750/4. If
only we’d kept our old bikes we’d all be
millionaires. Honda Bexleyheath, gone,
although to be fair I didn’t buy anything
from them as their customer service was so
bad. Perhaps that’s why they’re no more.

Prior to buying Honda CB 900 F2 I was
riding a Kawasaki GPZ1100 in canary
yellow that I bought from a shop in Luton
(now gone) having part exchanged my
Honda CB750/4. That GPZ was an early
attempt at fuel injection and it was a pig.
It never ran right. It also had an early LCD
dash and if you caned it on the motorway
you could actually watch the fuel going
down on the gauge. On my way home
one day I happened to pass Mottingham
Motorcycles (gone - do you see what I
mean?), and gleaming beckoningly in the
window was a Honda CB900. It was one of
those bikes that as soon as I saw it I knew I
had to have it. I popped in and made some
enquiries. It was being sold for a private
seller who had originally bought the bike
for £1600, and then spent an additional
£4500 modifying it. It was being offered
for sale for £3400, so it seemed a bargain,
although in today’s money that was
probably equivalent to about £12k so quite
a lot to pay for a secondhand Honda.
At the time I was a young police constable
living in Maurice Drummond section house
in Blackheath. (Maurice Drummond was
a deputy commissioner of the Met Police
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about a 100 years ago) Basically, a section
house is accommodation provided by the
police for unmarried officers. The long
and the short of it is that my rent was £4
a month and as such it was one of those
rare occasions in life when I had more
money than sense. I still haven’t got much
sense, it’s just that nowadays I haven’t
got much money either. Having said that
I sold the GPZ1100 to my brother to free
up some cash and virtually ran down to
Mottingham Motorcycles with a bankers
draft (remember those?) in my grubby mitt.
I rode it away and for the first few months
I loved it, but then who doesn’t love their
new bike? It went like the proverbial you
know what off a blanket in a straight
line, and around bends too, thanks to the
suspension modifications, and that was
a rare thing for a Japanese superbike of
the nineteen seventies and eighties. I’ll try
and give you some information regarding
the modifications although to be honest
it would be easier to say what was left
untouched, and that would be the frame,
although it was powder coated.
HANDLING. The wheels and forks were
from a Honda CBX, I think mainly because

the website says. The main trouble with
them was that if you hit a massive pot hole
two up with luggage, (not such a problem
30 years ago, I’ll grant you) all the air would
be blasted out, I assume through some
kind of valve to stop you blowing the seals,
although I don’t know. All I know is it left
you with a hard tail until you could pump
them up again. My wife experienced this
once and it would be fair to say she didn’t
find it an enjoyable experience. The other
problem was getting them pumped up.
They ran at about 108psi, certainly higher
that you could manage with a foot pump,
unless you were Lou Ferrigno (an American
body builder, apparently. Ed.) and it was
also higher than your garage forecourt
pump could manage. Fortunately I was in
the Met Police at the time and they had
their workshops at Catford where I could
use the high pressure compressor. To finish
off the handling a braced box section
swinging arm was fitted. Great but it meant
no main stand.
BODYWORK AND EXTRAS. The fairing
belly pan and seat unit were one off
bespoke items, and the paintwork was
done by Dream Machine. They’re still going
strong, based in Nottingham, and were
all the rage back in the day. The paint was
done to a really high standard. The quick
filler petrol cap was a one-off item as were
the rear-sets and brake caliper hangers.
Braided hoses everywhere - obviously.

by MAW. These were air only. That’s right
you heard me, no spring, no oil, just air.
They were progressive because as you
compressed them you compressed the
air making them harder. Fournale shocks
have several advantages over the usual
coil-sprung aftermarket shocks: they are
less than half the weight of comparable
coil shocks for a start, and straightforward
access to the shock’s air valve, makes
adjustment easy. Most aftermarket shocks
have preload adjustment, but it’s often
quite difficult to get a c-spanner on the
shock to adjust it. The no-coil Fournale
design is easy to keep clean and looking
good and can be specified for uprated
use with sidecars at no extra charge. All
this plus the usual Fournale advantages of
excellent ride quality, no bottoming out,
very high mileage between rebuilds and a
two-year warranty. Or at least that’s what

ENGINE. What you can see on the outside
is only half the story. The engine was bored
out to 1000cc using a Moriwaki big bore
kit. The head was gas flowed and studied
and it had high lift cams. I’m talking like I
know what that all means, but I don’t, apart
from boring it out. It had 38mm smooth
bore Mikuni carbs with K&N air filters. A
hydraulic clutch was fitted to cope with the
extra power, and it had an oil cooler too.
The dirty stuff came out of a Marshall fourinto-one exhaust. The sump and engine
casings were also painted black. All this
amounted to about 136bhp, which was
quite an improvement over the standard
bike’s 95 bhp. Needless to say top speed
was up from about 120mph to 150mph.
Not startling by today’s standards, but this
was over 30 years ago.
So what was it like to live with? In short,
it was a bugger. I mentioned at the start

a love hate relationship with it: I did love
riding it, going to events, like the May Day
run, club nights, race meets and so on, and I
loved talking to the small crowd that always
gathered when I parked up. But I hated
trying to keep it clean. Needless to say it
wasn’t my everyday steed, I had a Honda
CD200 Benly for that. Remember those? But
it was still a bugger to keep it pristine. I think
it would be fair to say that if you’ve ever
owned a new bike it’s really hard to keep it
in the condition it was when you first left the
showroom. This cleaning was never harder
than when I entered it in a Motorcycle News
‘Superbike of the Year’ competition and it
was judged to be a top 25 runner-up. They
then asked if I could display it on a stand
at the Motorbike Show at the Alexandra
Palace, where the final judging would be
carried out by a group of select celebrities
from the motorcycling world. Never in my
life have I spent so much time and effort
cleaning a bike. Unfortunately, the photo
here is the only one I have and as you can
see it’s pretty filthy. Also the black on the
end can is where I managed to melt a plastic
cover on it, because having moved out of
the section house I didn’t have a garage. But
I jump ahead a bit as that photo was taken
just before I sold it after two or three years
of ownership.
Another issue I had with it was that it didn’t
run in the rain. This was because it had
been fitted with two double ended high
performance coils and trying to keep the
water out of the joint where the HT lead
went in was virtually impossible. I tried
everything. They were coated with WD40
and wrapped in a plastic bag, and as you
can see from the photo I even put gaffer
tape between the frame tubes, but as soon
as it began raining the engine would start
coughing and spluttering, and eventually
finish up firing on only two cylinders. I then
had to find somewhere under cover, either
a bridge or bus shelter, and then in about
10 minutes with the heat of the engine it
would dry out and be fine for another few
miles. Thankfully the one and only time I
took it to Europe it didn’t rain.
Another issue I had on a day to day basis
was of my own doing, so I can’t really
blame it on the bike. I had a technique
of pulling the bike towards me so that it
was resting on the back wheel and side
stand. I’d then get a mate to push an old
RIDERS 214 May 2019
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A standard CB900F2.
milk crate under it and I’d stand it on that.
Like I say paddock stands weren’t that
common back then. You certainly couldn’t
buy them in Machine Mart, and to be fair
the milk crate worked a treat and was an
ideal platform for routine maintenance
jobs. That is until the day I rocked it over
onto the side stand and the side stand
lug snapped off from the frame. D’oh!
I went to see a little man about having
it welded back on but the problem was

that, as mentioned earlier, the frame was
powder coated and the high temperatures
involved in welding would have melted
the coating and ruined the frame. So, no
stand. I dealt with this at home by buying a
large concrete flower pot which I filled with
more concrete and a ground anchor. I was
then able to lean it up against this and lock
it to it. When I was out and about I just had
to leave it in gear and lean it against a lamp
post and hope for the best.

The final nail in the coffin, so to speak,
came as a result of living in Thamesmead.
You see, during my period of ownership
I had moved about a bit and for a short
time lived in Thamesmead and as such
it was only a matter of time before some
low life scum stole the Honda Benly.
That meant the CB 900 was now my sole
means of transport. A bike that you don’t
like to get dirty and that doesn’t go in
the rain isn’t great when you need to
get to work, so with heavy heart it had
to go. Mottingham Motorcycles were
happy to take it off of me and I bought
a BMW R75/7. From the sublime to the
ridiculous. From high performance cutting
edge technology to an outdated tractor.
Although to be fair I have fond memories
of that old Beemer.
So, in conclusion, if you’re thinking of
owning a one-off special I would say do it,
without a doubt, but it will be a love hate
affair. If you’re building it, it’ll be a labour
of love, and be prepared to remortgage
your house. Oh yes, and Muc Off do a great
range of cleaning products. You’re going to
need them.

www.ultimateear.com

CUSTOM
HEARING
PROTECTION

FOR MOTORCYCLISTS
QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
sales@ultimateear.com

+44 (0)1689 876885

Up to 2 years warranty, Wide choice of colours
CE Approved to conform to EN352-2

April Group Night seen through the lens of Roger Lancaster’s camera.
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Want a Good Read?

Forget Charles Dickens, Mark Twain and Dan Brown, just pick up The Highway Code
says Steve Riches

“A Code of good manners to be
observed by all courteous and
considerate persons.” In April 1931
these words were part of the foreword
of the first Highway Code introduced
by the then Transport Minister, Herbert
Morrison. The Highway Code emerged
from legislation that was introduced to
curb the appalling death toll from road
accidents – they were called accidents
then not incidents. In 1931 there were
only 2.3 million vehicles on the roads
and yet over 7000 people were killed!
Last year there were 33 million vehicles
on our roads yet there were only 1770
road deaths. The fact that there are
now a quarter of the deaths with 14
times the amount of traffic is due in no
small part to car manufactures making

A Foden steam lorry built in 1931 – the year of the first Highway Code

vehicles safer for the drivers, passengers
and pedestrians. Well done them.
But many of the innovations in vehicle
design have been introduced to
comply with government legislation
too. The appearance of the first motor
car on British roads in 1894 prompted
immediate concern and government
involvement. Until Benz produced
his two horsepower petrol vehicle at
the end of the 19th century, the only
horse powered vehicles were horses,
who ate grass and provided piles of
slippery stuff on the roads, something
which they still do. Horses were often
terrified by the steam contraptions of
various types that preceded the petrol
engine car, which, with its relative ease
of operation, eventually made steam
power redundant, although there were
still steam cars and lorries being made
until the 1930s. The Locomotive Act of
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1865 (the infamous red flag act) was
designed to control steam vehicles
and limited the speed of powered
vehicles to two miles per hour in cities,
towns and villages, and to four miles
per hour on the open roads. It also
required the vehicle to be manned by
three people one of whom had to walk
60 yards ahead with a red flag to warn
the general public that it was coming.
In 1895 cars of less than three tons
were exempt from the red flag act and
could travel out of town at the giddy
speed of 14 miles per hour. The Red
flag Act was repealed in 1896, but it
quickly became apparent that further
regulation was needed to control the
speed freaks. A Mr Arnold of Kent, in
1896, became the first person to be
prosecuted for speeding and was fined
five shillings for exceeding the two
miles per hour speed limit by driving
at a staggering eight miles per hour.

Brighton has always been a place
that doesn’t like cars, and in 1899 Mr
Jeal was prosecuted for driving at
speeds inappropriate for the traffic or
conditions. He was fined £3 – one and
a half times the average professional
weekly wage then. The police reported
that he was driving at the shocking
speed of 12 miles per hour. During his
court appearance it was pronounced
that no one ever needs to travel
through Brighton at more than four
miles per hour, which is very much the
same now, although parking is worse
today. Unfortunately for Mrs Bridget
Driscoll she has the accolade of being
the first pedestrian to be killed by a car
in August 1896. She was run over by a
Benz car in Crystal Palace. The inquest
into her death claimed that Mrs
Driscoll had been startled by the car
and froze in fear as the car approached
at speeds of at least four miles per
hour. The 20 year old driver was
accused of modifying the car to allow
it to go at eight miles per hour, but
this was not proved. Nowadays loud
music would have warned the lady
of his approach. 20 year olds haven’t
changed much in 120 years.
By 1903 the motor car act required
all vehicles to be registered and
they had to display a registration
number, the fee for a car was £1
and for a motorcycle five shillings.
At the same time driving licences
were introduced and every driver or
rider had to have one although there
was no aptitude test or a check for
fitness or good eyesight; you just
popped down to the post office with
your five shillings, and that was that.
Minimum age for riding motorcycles
was 14 and for driving a car it was 17.
No driver whatever his age needed
to show any knowledge of the law
pertaining to road use or of those
new-fangled things, road signs. The
Motor car act had made provision
for local authorities to erect road
signs, standardising the hollow red

triangle as a hazard warning, solid red
circles to show what was prohibited
and a white circle to indicate speed
limits. Signs were put up by anyone
including the RAC, the AA, councils
and cycle clubs, so confusion reigned.
As cars began to be mass produced
they became more reliable, faster
and consequently the accident rate
rose. This was not helped in the 1920s
when there were bus ‘races’, where

rival bus companies trying to pick up
more passengers to increase revenue,
sped through the streets and even
forced the opposition off the road.
There was greater competition for the
road spaces between all vehicles and
as a response to the growing anarchy
on the roads the Road traffic Act of
1930 gave local authorities the power
to regulate bus services, and made
it law that that drivers must have
insurance. It also required the Ministry
of Transport to prepare a guidance
for all road users in the form of The
Highway Code. This original Highway
Code , published in 1931, also carried
advertising including advertisements
for insurance, and the RAC, AA, BP,
Castrol and the Autocar and The
Motorcycle magazines. In it you were
advised of those new-fangled things
called traffic lights and it listed towns
where you might find them. There
was also sound advice, with special
attention drawn to the drivers of
motor vehicles who were told to be
ready to stop when meeting a flock
of sheep, a herd of cattle or a pack of
hounds.
By 1935 the second edition of The
Highway Code had become far more
comprehensive than its predecessor
although, then as now, contravening
The Highway Code did not necessarily
mean that you were breaking the
law, but, as was pointed out in the
inside cover, “A failure on the part of
any person to observe any provision
of The Highway Code, could count
against them in a court of law”. The
illustrations included the meanings of
various road signs, and it carried the
two speed limit signs of the time – 30
in built up areas and the national limit,
which in those days meant no limit.
It was also in 1935 that compulsory
driving tests were introduced to
ensure that drivers had the correct
skills to handle a modern car or
motorcycle, and within a year the
death toll on the roads fell by 1000.
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IDCAM

introductory day course
in advanced motorcyclinG

machine control day

Our machine control days are organised by Jim
Pullum. If you have not yet signed up then do
it now – simply log on to Tracker and register
your participation.

mcd@kamg.org.uk

contact page
PRESIDENT
Terry Friday

0844 585 7786

Held at: Car Park D, Ebbsfleet Station
International Way
Gravesend, Kent DA10 1EB
Arrival time: 08:45 for 09:00 start
Finish Time: approx 13:00 Hrs
Saturday June 22nd 2019
Saturday July 27th 2019
Saturday September 28th 2019

GROUP Secretary
Joe Mair

0844 585 7789
group-secretary@kamg.org.uk

Treasurer
The revised style IDCAM has been running for some
months now. Attendees book in at 8.45am and have
their documents and bikes checked over. A short
classroom presentation about KAMG and Advanced
Motorcycling commences at about 9.00am. An
assessed ride follows with a short debrief before a
coffee break. A classroom session about the System of
Motorcycle Control takes us to lunch time. We also fit
in a Highway Code quiz and the POWDDERSS check of
a motorcycle, so it’s quite a busy morning. After lunch,
attendees go out for a second assessed ride with an
Observer, finishing at a mutually agreed location.

Paul Jessop

0844 802 7093
paul.jessop@fil.com

Machine
Control Day
Jim Pullum

0844 585 7783
mcd@kamg.org.uk

Group Nights
Steve Riches

0844 585 7793
groupnights@kamg.org.uk

If you would like to attend as an Associate contact
associates@kamg.org.uk. Observers should confirm
their willingness to help by registering on Tracker
and they will kept informed about the needs for any
particular session.
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President:
Vice President:
Honorary Life Members:

CHAIRWOMAN
Tina Underwood

0844 585 7798
chairman@kamg.org.uk

Chief
Observer

Colin Underwood

0844 585 7791
chiefobserver@kamg.org.uk

membership
secretary

Deputy Chair &
Vice President
Dave Murphy

0844 585 7781
vicepresident@kamg.org.uk
0844 802 7091
vicechairman@kamg.org.uk

deputy chief
observer
Tony Young

0844 585 7796
dco@kamg.org.uk

Magazine Editor
Nick Farley

David Howard

0844 585 7794
editor@kamg.org.uk

idcam & associate
co-ordinator

Run
Co-ordinator

0844 585 7792
membership@kamg.org.uk

Ian Burchell

Neville Smith

0844 585 7797
associates@kamg.org.uk

0844 585 7782
runleader@kamg.org.uk
webmaster@kamg.org.uk

Regalia
Manager

Publicity Officer

John England
0844 585 7795
regalia@kamg.org.uk

Committee
Member

Committee
Member

John Gardiner

Paul Aspinall

0844 802 7092
sujon.mg@virgin.net

Terry Friday
Dave Murphy
Kevin Chapman • Terry Friday
John Leigh • John Lemon • Mike Knowles
Brenda Vickery • Ian Burchell • Sue Mills

Niels Reynolds

0844 585 7785
publicity@kamg.org.uk

Committee
Member

0844 802 7094
aspinall456@btinternet.com
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SHORTCUTS
NEVER LEAD TO
PLACES WORTH GOING.

BMW Motorrad

THE BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE. BUILT TO EXPLORE.
The rugged and supremely agile R 1200 GS Adventure is the perfect choice for those
who like to push boundaries. With optimised engine efﬁciency and a 30-litre fuel tank, it
will take you further than ever before.
The R 1200 GS Adventure is now available with Representative 5.9% APR. With
competitive ﬁnance from BMW, start your journey today and make life a ride.
To find out more or book a test ride †, please contact Vines Guildford Motorrad
on 01483 207000 or visit www.vinesguildfordmotorrad.co.uk

REPRESENTATIVE 5.9% APR.
Vines Guildford Motorrad

Slyfield Green, Woking Road, Guildford, Surrey GU1 1RD
Vines Guildford Motorrad is a credit broker and not a lender.

MAKE LIFE
A RIDE.

Representative 5.9% APR available on a BMW Select agreement for new BMW R 1200 GS Adventure models ordered between 1 January and 31 March 2017 and registered by 30 June 2017 (subject to availability). Retail
customers only. Finance available subject to credit acceptance to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. Terms and conditions apply. Optional ﬁnal payment and option to purchase fee not
payable if you opt to return the motorcycle at the end of the agreement (motorcycle condition, excess mileage and other charges may be payable). Offer may be varied, withdrawn or extended at any time. ‘BMW Select’ is a form
of hire-purchase agreement provided by BMW Motorrad Financial Services, Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB. Vines Limited, trading as Vines Guildford Motorrad, commonly introduce
customers to a selected panel of lenders including BMW Motorrad Financial Services. We may receive commission or other beneﬁts for introducing you to such lenders. This introduction does not amount to independent
†
ﬁnancial advice. Test ride subject to applicant status and availability.

